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Abstract. In this work we use Riemann-Hilbert problems for multiple orthogonal polynomials in order to derive string 
equations associated to Lax-Orlov pairs operators. These string equations provide us with a useful tool to analyze the large 
n-limit of the related hierarchies. The results are finally applied to the study of the associated random matrix models (Gaussian 
Hermitian matrix models with an external source) and non-intersecting Brownian motions starting from a fix point. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that the set of orthogonal polynomials P„{x) =x" -\ , with respect to an exponential weight 

Pn{x)P,n{x)e^^'''Ux = hndnm, V(c ,x ) : = £ C^fc/, (1) 
k>l 

is an essential ingredient of the methods [l]-[2] for studying the large-« limit of the Hermitian matrix model 

Z„ = [dMexp fTry(c,M)' 

These polynomials satisfy a pair of string equations that can be formulated in terms of a pair of Lax-Orlov operators. 
In particular, one of these relations is the standard three-term relation for orthogonal polynomials. 

More recently, it has been found [3]-[4] that multiple orthogonal polynomials are connected to the Gaussian 
Hermitian matrix model with an external source term AM, where/I is a fixed diagonal nxn real matrix. The partition 
function of this model is given by 

Z„ = fdMexp(-Tr (-M^ -AM)). (2) 

It turns out that if the eigenvalues of A are given hy aj, {J = I,. ..,q) with multiphcities nj, then the expectation values 
P(n,z) = E [det(z -M)] , n := («i, . . . , «^), are multiple orthogonal polynomials with respect to the Gaussian weights 

1 , 
Wj{x) = exp{ajX--x), j=l,2,...,q. (3) 

These matrix models are deeply connected to one-dimensional non-intersecting Brownian motion [5]. 
The Riemann-Hilbert (RH) problem of Fokas-lts-Kitaev for orthogonal polynomials was generahzed by Van 

Assche, Geronimo and Kuijlaars [6] to characterize multiple orthogonal polynomials. Our starting point is this RH 
problem, and more specifically, its fundamental solution / , which is a « x « matrix such that the multiple orthogonal 
polynomials are elements in the first row. By applying standard methods in the theory of multi-component integrable 
systems [7] we formulate string equations for the elements of the first row of the matrix function / . 

The other fundamental ingredient is due to Takasaki and Takebe [8] who showed that the dispersionless limit of a 
row of a matrix-valued KP wave function is a solution of the zero genus Whitham hierarchy. This result suggests the 
use of Lax-Orlov operators in order to characterize the large-n limit in terms of quasiclassical (dispersionless limit) 
expansions. Thus, we show that the leading term of the expansion of the first row of / is determined by a system 
of dispersionless string equations for ig + 1 Lax-Orlov functions (za, OTQ;), a = 0 ,1 , . . . , ig, in the phase space of the 
Whitham hierarchy. Finally, we illustrate the applications of our results to models of random matrix ensembles and 
non-intersecting Brownian motions. 
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RIEMANN-HILBERT PROBLEMS AND MULTIPLE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS 

Given a matrix function g = g{z) (z G R) such that det^(z) = 1, we will consider the RH problem 

m-{z)g{z) = m+{z), Z G R , (4) 

where OT(Z) is a matrix holomorphic function in C - R and OT± (Z) :=lim£.^o+ OT(Z±/£). We are interested in solutions 
/ = / (s , z) of (4) depending on q discrete variables s= {si,...,Sq) GZ^ such that 

/ ( s , z ) = ( / + ^ ( - ) ) ( f ^ z ' ^ S a ) , z ^ o c , where so:=-j^Si. (5) 
\a=0 / i=l 

Here, we are denoting by Eap the matrices (̂ ajg )Q;'J3' = 5aa' Sppi of the canonical basis and, in particular, its diagonal 
members are denoted by SQ: := £««• 

The set of points s G Z? for which (4) admits a unique solution / (s , z) satisfying (5) will be denoted by T. The 
solution / (s , z) will be referred to as the fundamental solution of the RH problem (4). 

In order to introduce the multiple orthogonal polynomials of type I we start with q exponential weights w,- on the 
real line w;(x) := e"̂ ('̂ i'-*), c; = (c;i, CQ, ...) G C " , where V{c,x) is defined as in (1) and we are assuming that only a 
finite number of coefficients c„ are different from zero. We taken = («i,...,«^) G M, with |n| : = L / = i«j > l.Then 
if A(n,x) = (/li(n,x),... ,Aq{n,x)) are polynomials such that 

Aj{n,x) has degree nj-l for «j > 1 and Aj{n,z)=0 for «j = 0, (6) 

which satisfy the orthogonality relations 

then Aj{n,x) are called multiple orthogonal polynomials of type I. We assume that the solution A(n,x) of (6) and 
(7) is unique for each n such that |n| > 1. 

On the other hand, we consider q exponential weights w,- on the real line w,(x) := e^^-'^''^\ Given n = («i,. . . ,«^) G 
W, if P(n,x) = xl°l H is amonic polynomial satisfying 

P(n,x)wj(x)x-'rfx = 0, J = 0,...,«,• —1, i=l,...,q, (8) 

then P(n,x) is called a multiple orthogonal polynomial of type II. Again we assume that the solution P(n,x) of (8) 
is unique for each n G N?. 

The RH problem which characterizes these polynomials [5],[6] are determined by 

for type I and type II orthogonal polynomials respectively. Here 0 stands by the vector of C? with all its components 
equal to zero, Iq for the identity matrix of dimension q and we are denoting w(z) = (wi (z),..., Wq{z)y. 

STRING EQUATIONS AND LAX-ORLOV OPERATORS 

We introduce the q pairs of shift operators 7̂ -, 7̂ * acting on functions h{s) (s G F) defined as 

where e,- are the elements of the canonical basis of C?, and T stands for the domain in which the RH problem has a 
unique solution. In terms of these operators and using standard techniques in theory of integrable systems we obtain: 



First system of string equations 
The first row of the fundamental solution f satisfies the equations 

z{Eof){s,z) = (Ti + Ui{s)+Y,Vj{s)Tl) (£o/)(s,z), 
j 

with s in appropriate domains and Ui{s), v,(s) certain scalar functions. 

Lax operators 
The functions /o,(s,z), / = l,2,...,q can be written in terms of some dressing operators as /oi(s,z) = (G;^;)(s,z), 
^,(s,z) := z ' '^ \ with s in some appropriate domains and G,- are dressing operators that can be expanded as 

Q=l^aUs)Tr\ 

being the coefficients a,n(s) matrix functions. In terms of the dressing operators we define the Lax operators as 
J^ := GiT^ Gr^ = y^^) 7;* + I„>o?;n(s) T^. Then, the functions /o; satisfy the equations 

z/o;(s,z) = (J^/o;)(s,z), (9) 

Second system of string equations 
The function f satisfies the equation 

(/), + ^ ) ( £ o / ) ( s , z ) = 0, 

with s in a certain domain and where D^ is a covariant derivative and M' a difference operator that can he expressed 
in terms of the shift operators Tj*, i= I,. ..,q. 

Orlov operators 
The Orlov operators ^ - can be defined by ^ - := G,- • Si • Ti • G^^ = Y.n>i Mm(s) T". They satisfy [J^, ̂ J = I and in 
terms of these operators we have that the functions /o,- satisfy the equations 

d,foi{s,z) = {.^ifoi){s,z). (10) 

THE LARGE n LIMIT AND APPLICATIONS 

In order to define the large-« limit we consider the fundamental solution of the RH problems for large values of 
the discrete parameters Si, more specifically Si » 1, in the type I case and Si « - 1 , in the type II case. We 
introduce slow variables f; := e Si (with e being a small parameter) and rescale the exponent in the weight functions as 

/ V(ci z)\ 
Wi{e,z) = exp ( =F '-— j , where the exponent sign is negative (positive) for polynomials of type I (type II). Then, 

we take the continuum limit e —̂  0 in which the discrete parameters Si tends to +0° (-°°) and the slow variables ti 
become continuous variables. 

The shift operators, dressing operators and Lax-Orlov operators can be expressed in terms of the continuous 
variables t and the small parameter e. Now, making use of a particular ansatz for the fundamental solution we can 
introduce a set of ig+ 1 functions Za{t,p), ma{t,p), a = 0,l,...,q, depending on the continuos variables t and a 
complex variable p. These functions provide the classical limit of the Lax-Orlov operator i.e. 

i^afoa)it,Zait,p))=Zait,p)foait,Zait,p)), ( ^ a / o a ) ( t , Z a ( t , / ? ) ) = ( « „ + ^ ( e ) )/oa(t,Za(t,/?)), (11) 

and can be expanded as 

, \ ^ VOn(t) Vj(t) -^ 

n=l P P "'y^) n=0 

ma = 2^ ^1 , as za-^°° , a = 0 ,1 , . . . , ^ . 
Za „>i Za 

= l,...,q 
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FIGURE 1. Limit support for Brownian motions with two and three end points 

Taking into account (11) we have that the limit e —̂  0 of (9)-(10) is the system of string equations 

zo=zi = --- = Zq=E{p), mo = mi-V'{ci,zi) = • • • = niq-V' {Cq,Zq) = -H{p), (12) 

where E and H are certain rational functions of p with a set of coefficients Ui{t), Vi{t), i = \,... ,q. These coefficients 
can be obtained by solving the system of hodograph equations (12). 

If we assume that the roots of the multiple orthogonal polynomials are distributed as « —̂  0° with a continuos density 
on some compact (possibly disconnected) support / = Uf=i h C R, we can deduce that the Orlov functions are the 
Cauchy transforms of the root densities, and the end points of the segments 4 are the branch points of the functions 
Pa{i,z), inverse functions ofza{i,p)- Thus, the system of string equations (12) allows us to determine these points. 

Moreover, the Gaussian matrix models with an external source (2) are related to the multiple orthogonal polynomials 
respect to the Gaussian weights (3), [3]-[4]. In this case the quasiclassical limit is characterized by e = l /« and h=l, 
and the Orlov functions are related to the joint probability density for the eigenvalues of M. 

Besides, these models are also connected to one-dimensional nonintersecting Brownian motions. Indeed, we have 
that the probability density for the eigenvalues (Ai,..., A„) is the same to the probability density at time f G (0,1) 
for the positions (xi,... ,x„) of nonintersecting Brownian motions starting at the origin at f = 0 and ending at q fixed 
points bi, i =\,...,q ait = \. The relation between the parameters of both models is given by Xj = Xj^t{l -t), 
ak = bky/t{l-t)-K 

As an example we illustrate in Figure 1 the cases q = 2 with ending points at the symmetric positions ±1 , and q = 'i 
with the ending points at 0 and ±1 . In the last case numerical analysis is used to determine the branch points. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The non-intersecting «-Brownian motions with 1 starting point and q>2 ending points in the large «-limit is connected 
with the Gaussian Hermitian matrix model with an external source. Besides, the distribution of the eigenvalues for 
these models can be analyzed in terms of multiple ortogonal polynomials. 

Making use of these relations and applying methods in theory of integrable systems we have developed a scheme 
for determining the limit support for the Brownian motions for arbitrary q. The extensions of these methods to non-
intersecting Brownian motions with qi>2 starting points and q2>2 ending points remains an open problem. 
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